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Brain Awareness Week (BAW) is the global campaign to 
increase public awareness of the progress and benefits of 
brain research. It is a week-long celebration of the brain 
every year in mid-March. It was founded by the Dana 
Alliance for Brain Initiatives in 1995 and is coordinated by the 
Dana Foundation. Partners include universities, hospitals, 
schools, advocacy groups, government agencies, service 
organizations, professional groups, and affiliates. Some of 
the strategic partners include the Society for Neuroscience, 
the Federation of European Neuroscience Societies, and the 
International Brain Research Organization. 
 
During BAW, partners organize creative and innovative 
activities in their communities to educate and excite people 
of all ages about the brain and the promise of brain research. 
Activities are limited only by the organizer’s imaginations. 
From brain fairs, to symposiums, to classroom visits and film 
screenings, the variety of events is almost endless. TST 
Cognitive Development Centre will also be doing some 
activities such as Global Pi Day Competition, Brain Training 
Workshop, free cognitive assessment and many more.  
Check out the full details INSIDE!! 
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How Does
Affect YOUR

Regular physical activity is a vital part of 
a healthy lifestyle. Not only exercise is 
good for your muscles and bones, it is 
also an important part of keeping your 
brain healthy too.  
 
As your heart rate increases during 
exercise, blood flow to the brain 
increases. As blood flow increases, the 
brain is exposed to more oxygen and 
nutrients. Exercise also promotes the 
release of beneficial proteins in the brain 
which will keep brain cells (neurons) 
healthy and promote the growth of new 
neurons. Neurons are the working 
building blocks of the brain. As a result, 
individual neuron health is important to 
overall brain health. 

When you exercise, the body releases chemicals such as dopamine, and endorphins in your 
brain that make you feel happy. In addition to releasing feel-good chemicals to your body, 
exercising also helps your brain get rid of chemicals that make you stressed and anxious. People 
who have regular exercises tend to be happier and less stressed compared to those who don’t 
exercise. Regular exercise can also help control emotions when you feel angry or upset.  
 
Exercise can also improve mental abilities. Physical activity can improve long-term and short-
term memory. Those who exercise a few times a week showed big improvements in their ability 
to remember what they read. Furthermore, being active gives you more energy during the day 
and helps you sleep better at night. In turn, better sleep improves creativity and brain functions. 
Regular exercise increases the ability to focus as well. Young people who exercise will be able 
to push through difficult tasks and quickly finish difficult mental activities like solving puzzles. 
 
Consistent exercise through childhood and adulthood keeps brain healthy. Staying active as an 
adult lowers the risk of dementia in old age. Creating healthy exercise habits when you are young 
makes it easier to maintain those routines as you grow older. 

Reproduced with permission from the 
Dana Alliance for Brain Initiatives, 

www.dana.org 
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Alert!!

 
Blurred vision, slurred speech, slowed 
reaction times, impaired memory, difficulty 
walking are some of the damaging effects 
of alcohol. Alcohol can clearly affects the 
brain. Some of the impairments are 
noticeable after only one or two drinks and 
quickly resolves when drinking stops. 
However, a person who drinks heavily over 
a long period of time may have brain 
deficits that will last well after he or she 
achieves sobriety.  

A number of factors influence how and to what extent alcohol affects the brain. The following 
factors have been shown to influence how alcohol impacts a person’s brain functioning over time:  

 The volume a person drinks 
 How often a person drinks 
 The age at which drinking began 
 The number of years a person has been drinking 
 The person’s sex, age, and genetic factors 
 Family history of alcoholism 
 Whether the person was exposed to alcohol as a foetus 
 The person’s general health condition 

 

Occasional Drinkers 
In occasional drinkers, alcohol can produce one or more short-term effects after consumption of 
one or more drinks. Memory impairment will start after a few drinks and will gradually worsen when 
the consumption increases. A high volume of alcohol consumption can result in a blackout, 
especially on an empty stomach. Occasional drinkers can recover from a blackout without any 
permanent mental problems. They are exposed to numerous dangers associated with acute 
alcohol intoxication, such as engaging in reckless activities like drunk driving, vandalism, assault 
and unprotected sex.  
 

Moderate Drinkers 
A moderate drinker is considered to be a person who consumes one drink (in women) or two drinks 
(in men) per day. Moderate consumption has negative associations such as increasing the risk of 
breast cancer and causing violence, car accidents and drownings. Moderate drinking does not 
insulate a person from the cognitive impairment associated with drinking and the dangerous 
consequence that can result. 
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Heavy and Chronic Drinking 

 A person who drinks heavily over an extended period of time may develop deficits in brain 
functioning that continue even if sobriety is attained. Cognitive problems does not occur from 
drinking alcohol, but from brain damage that prior drinking caused. Long-term alcohol abuse can 
negatively impact the brain’s function such that when drinking ends, the cognitive problems 
persist. 

Most heavy long-term alcohol users will experience mild to moderate impairment of intellectual 
functioning as well as diminished brain size. The most common impairment relate to the ability to 
think abstractly as well as the ability to perceive and remember the location of objects in two- 
and three- dimensional space (visuospatial abilities). 

In addition, there are various brain disorders associated with chronic alcohol abuse. For instance, 
research supports 80 percent of chronic alcohol users have a thiamine deficiency, and in some 
group, this will progress to Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome (WKS). Symptoms of WKS include 
confusion, paralysis of eye nerves, impaired muscle coordination, and persistent problems with 
memory and learning ability. Excessive drinking can also lead to mental health problems such as 
depression and anxiety. The abuse can also lead to increased risk for certain types of cancers as 
well as severe brain damage. 

Why Alcohol Causes Memory Loss? 

Alcohol obstructs the ability of the brain to transfer information from short-term memory to long-
term storage. People who drink heavily on a regular basis can damage the brain structure called 
the hippocampus. This structure is critical to memory and learning, and heavy drinking can cause 
the hippocampus to shrink and cause changes to neurons, which will reduce the size of brain 
cells.  

Furthermore, glutamate, a chemical found in the brain, is also susceptible to even small amounts 
of alcohol. The chemical affects memory and may be the causes of temporary “blackout” during 
drinking. 

Alcohol Impairment: Is it Reversible? 

Reversibility of alcohol related cognitive impairment is reversible with abstinence. Newly 
detoxified adult alcoholics often exhibit mild and significant deficits in some cognitive abilities, 
especially in problem solving, short-term memory, and visuospatial abilities. The recovering 
alcoholics will continue to recover brain function over a period of several months to 1 year by 
remaining abstinent. This will greatly improve working memory, visuospatial functioning, and 
attention, accompanied by significant increases in brain volume.  
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of the Brain
The brain is a mosaic made up of different cell types, each with their own unique properties. The 
most common brain cells are neurons and non-neurons cells called glia. The average human brain 
contains approximately 100 billion neurons, and just as many - if not more - glia. Although neurons 
are the most famous brain cell, both neurons and glial cells are necessary for proper brain 
function. 
 

Neurons 
When you think of the brain, you probably think of neurons. Neurons are the cells in the brain that 
send and receive electrical and chemical signals. They are the building blocks of your brain, and 
transmit information to other neurons, muscles, and tissues throughout your body. They allow you 
to think, feel, move and comprehend the world around you. 
 
A neuron is made up of three basic parts: the cell body, or soma; branching dandrites that receive 
signals from other neurons; and the axon, which sends signals out to surrounding neurons through 
the axon terminal. When a neuron fires and action potential, electric and chemical signals spread 
from the axon of one neuron to the dandrites of another neuron across a small gap called the 
synapse. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Glia 
Unlike neurons, glial cells cannot fire action potentials to communicate messages, but that does 
not mean they are inactive. Glial communicate to each other and to neurons using chemical 
signals, and can even respond to many of the same chemicals that neurons can, such as ions and 
neurotransmitters. This means that glia can eavesdrop on the neurons, to help strengthen the 
messages that are passed between them.  
 
There are many types of glial cells in the brain. Three important glial cells are oligodandrocytes, 
microglia and astrocytes. 
 
                   (continue next page…) 
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  Oligodendrocytes 
Oligodendrocytes wraps around the axons of neurons, making up what is known as the myelin 
sheath. It helps insulate the axon and help neurons pass electrical signals at incredible speed and 
over longer distances. 
 

Microglia 
Microglia are the immune cells of the central nervous system. They move around within the brain 
and constantly communicate with other glia. In a healthy adult brain, microglia are constantly 
testing the environment for signs of trouble. For example, if an infection or disease causes a 
neuron to die or become damaged, these neurons will release chemical “danger signals”. 
Microglia recognize these signals, and alert other nearby microglia of the potential danger. This 
causes the surrounding microglia to clean up the mess. This prevents the spread or buildup of 
debris in the brain, and protects the brain from long term inflammation. Once the danger has 
passed, microglia go back to their resting state, continuing to survey the brain. 
 

Astrocytes 
Astrocytes are star-shaped cells that surround neurons and support neuron function. Astrocytes 
mainly help regulate the brain’s environment. Astrocytes also help neurons signal to other neurons 
by passing chemicals from one neuron to another. Although microglia are the primary immune 
cells of the brain, astrocytes can also help microglia when the brain is in trouble. 

 Reproduced with permission from the Dana 
Alliance for Brain Initiatives, 

www.dana.org 

Get Moving! Jumble 
 
Unscramble the words below to see what regular exercise can do for your 
body. Regular exercise can… 
 

Prevent… BIOTYSE _______ 
Promote… SOENIEGESNUR ____________ 
Boost… DOMO ____ 
Slow… NEBO SOLS ____ ____ 
Decrease risk of 
some… 

SIAEDSES ________ 

Increase… REGNYE ______ 
Combat high blood… PERURESS ________ 
Improve overall… HHTELA ______ 
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Every March, BAW unites the efforts of partner organizations worldwide in a 
celebration of the brain for people of all ages. As one of the partner 
organizations, TST Cognitive Development Centre is excited to bring you the 
following events from 12 March 2019 through 17 March 2019. Mark your 
calendar today! 
 ROCKET GENIUS 30 MINS TRIAL 

CLASS 
Date : 12 March – 15 March 
Time : 10 a.m. to 12 p.m., 1.30 p.m. to 

5 p.m 
Venue : TST Cognitive Development 

Centre (Stutong) 
By booking only 

FREE GIBSON COGNITIVE SKILLS 
ASSESMENT (Worth RM300) 
Date : 12 March – 15 March 
Time : 10 a.m. to 12 p.m., 1.30 p.m. to 

5 p.m 
Venue : TST Cognitive Development 

Centre (Stutong) 
By booking only 

“WHAT THE FUSS ABOUT BRAIN 
TRAINING?” WORKSHOP 
Date : 16 March  
Time : 9.30 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
Venue : The 381 Hub (Petra Jaya) 
Limited to 30 pax only 
 
Date : 17 March 
Time : 9.30 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
Venue : TST Cognitive Development 

Centre (Stutong) 
Limited to 30 pax only 
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March 14th, 3/14 is International Pi Day (π). 
Pi Day is an annual celebration of the π (pi).  
 
Originally defined as the ratio of a circle’s 
circumference to its diameter, π is a 
mathematical constant. π is irrational, i.e. it 
has an infinite number of digits in its 
decimal representation, and it does not 
settle into and infinitely repeating pattern 
of digits. 

 
In 1988, the earliest known official or large-scale celebration of Pi Day was organized by Larry 
Shaw at the San Francisco Exploratorium, where Shaw worked as a physicist, with staff and 
public marching around one of its circular spaces, then consuming fruit pies. The Exploratorium 
continues to hold Pi Day celebrations. 

On March 12, 2009, the U.S. House of Representatives passed a non-binding resolution (111 H. 
Res. 224), recognizing March 14, 2009 as National Pi Day.  For Pi Day 2010, Google presented 
a Google Doodle celebrating the holiday, with the word Google laid over images of circles and 
pi symbols; and for the 30th anniversary in 2018. 

The entire month of March 2014 (3/14) was observed by some as "Pi Month". In the year 2015, 
March 14 was celebrated as "Super Pi Day". It had special significance, as the date is written as 
3/14/15 in month/day/year format. At 9:26:53, the date and time together represented the first 
10 digits of π. 

 Below are the first 100 decimal places of π: 
 
3.1415926535 8979323846 2643383279 5028841971 
6939937510 5820974944 5923078164 0628620899 
8628034825 3421170679 
 
Here’s a photo of Haya, a student from one of the BrainRx 
centres in Kuwait. Last year she managed to recite π to 112 
decimal places! Challenge yourself to see how many 
decimal places you can recite! 

TST Cognitive Development Centre 
1st Floor, Sublot 99, 
Stutong Parade, 
Jalan Setia Raja, 
93350 Kuching Sarawak. 
BrainRx@tstlearningcentre.com 
082-366692 
www.tstlearningcentre.com 
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